This document reflects the station's operational interest in Subject as a potential recruit for further development of the field for the purpose of eventual recruitment. Subject, in the station's opinion, represents the most likely recruitment target in the NYX field at the present time.

Nature of Interest

1. Mexico City Station considers it definitely established that Subject is a Polish intelligence officer (MNO). Subject has been in contact with COZALEZ Sanchez (29-266065) who has been identified by BRPLACE and DIVISION as a new MNO agent. The Station tends to discount DIVISION's identification of Subject as being a full officer partly because of the lack of any indication between SPYRA and a known MNO agent and partly because as Headquarters pointed out in HAMAY-10097 dated 1 Sep 1961, DIVISION did not have a sound basis for the identification of SPYRA's photograph.

2. The Station is quite sure of SPYRA's intelligence status and because he is an intelligence officer, is particularly interested in him as an operational target.

(Continued)
in conclusion, we have made a very important discovery. the process described in the previous paragraphs is a water conversion process. the input is water and the output is hydrogen and oxygen. the process is simple and effective. it is planned to operate in large scale, but before this is done, further testing and optimization are necessary. the process was developed based on a previous invention by dr. willard g. quayle.

willard g. quayle